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Abstract

We give an overview of our journal paper on apply-
ing iterative-deepening A* to the traveling tournament
problem, a combinatorial optimization problem from
the sports scheduling literature. This approach involved
combining past ideas and creating new ideas to help re-
duce node expansion. This resulted in a state-of-the-art
approach for optimally solving instances of the travel-
ing tournament problem. It was the first approach to
solve the classic NL10 and CIRC10 instances, which
had not been solved since the problem’s introduction.

Introduction
In this paper, we give an overview of our journal pa-
per (Uthus, Riddle, and Guesgen 2012). This investiga-
tion involved solving problem instances of the traveling
tournament problem (TTP) (Easton, Nemhauser, and Trick
2001) using a modified iterative-deepening A* (IDA*) ap-
proach called TIDA*. TIDA* incorporated both old ideas
and newly-created ideas for reducing node expansion. The
results of this work was a state-of-the-art approach for solv-
ing instances of the TTP. It was the first to solve the classic
NL10 and CIRC10 problem instances along with the new in-
stance of GALAXY10. Additionally, this paper introduced a
new problem set of instances for the TTP: GALAXY.

Traveling Tournament Problem
The TTP is a combinatorial optimization problem from the
sports scheduling literature. It abstracts some of the impor-
tant features of scheduling for Major League Baseball’s reg-
ular season. It is a difficult problem to solve optimally, with
only the smaller instances having been solved to date. Even
finding good, feasible solutions require lengthy amounts of
computational time. A website is maintained by Michael
Trick, keeping track of the best solutions so far (Trick 2010).

The TTP involves n teams, with n being even. The goal is
to create a double round-robin tournament of minimal travel
distance, with each team playing the other teams twice, once
at home and once away. Distance is calculated only when
a team is traveling – there is no distance cost when a team
plays consecutive games at home. There are two constraints:
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teams cannot play one another in back-to-back games, and
a team cannot play more than three consecutive games at
home or away.

The TTP was first introduced with two problem sets: NL
and CIRC. NL used the distances of the National League of
Major League Baseball. CIRC assumed all teams were lo-
cated on a circle, with an arc between neighboring pairs of
teams. Distance between two teams was then calculated as
the minimal number of arcs a team must travel through to
get to the other team. Later problem sets included NFL (us-
ing distances of the teams in the National Football League),
CON (all distances are constant between all teams), and SU-
PER (using distances of the Super 14 Rugby League).

A contribution of this paper was the creation of a new
problem set, GALAXY. Unlike previous problem sets where
distances were on a 2D-coordinate plane, GALAXY used a
3D-coordinate plane, in this case the distances (measured as
light years) between exoplanets and Earth.

Our Approach
We solved the TTP using an IDA* approach. TIDA* incor-
porated concepts such as subtrees, parallelization, node or-
dering, disjoint pattern databases, pattern matching for con-
straint propagation, and symmetry breaking. Additionally,
we developed new techniques to further improve perfor-
mance. General, problem-independent ideas to reduce node
expansion included forced deepening, elite paths, and sub-
tree skipping. Ideas specific to the TTP include team reorder-
ing and additional symmetry breaking.

Forced deepening addressed the problem of IDA* going
through too many iterations when applied to problem in-
stances of real distances between teams (e.g., NL, SUPER,
GALAXY). This is due to IDA* expanding only a small
number of new nodes each iteration, unlike more classic
applications where an exponential number of nodes are ex-
panded for each iteration. Forced deepening overcame this
by forcing IDA* to find f -values at a deeper depth for each
iteration, creating an upper limit on the number of iterations.

Elite paths addressed some new problems created from
applying forced deepening. Forced deepening would cause
some extra nodes to be expanded that were not normally
seen during a traditional application of IDA*. Elite paths
solved this by storing the best partial solution for each it-
eration, and then traversing that partial solution first during
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Instance B&P DFS* TIDA*

NL6 509 0.98 0.8
NL8 43 321 262.42 195.0
CIRC6 10 789 2.05 0.07
CIRC8 300 087 337.09 22.25
SUPER6 – 0.27 0.49
SUPER8 – 361.20 687.24

Table 1: Comparison of TIDA* with DFS* and branch-and-
price (B&P). All times are in seconds. Also, B&P did not
solve CIRC8 optimally, it only found a lower bound.

the next iteration. Additionally, elite paths also reduced the
number of nodes expanded during the final iteration, as the
optimal solution will be found in one of the children of the
elite path.

Subtree skipping built upon concepts of subtree forests
(which was a combination of past ideas). Subtree skipping
allowed some of the search space to be skipped each itera-
tion in some specific cases. This could be done without in-
validating IDA*’s guarantee of optimality.

The final two new ideas, both specific to the TTP were
team reordering and additional symmetry breaking. Team
reordering was a simple concept that reordered the teams
so that teams were selected (when building a solution) in re-
spect to the distance between them and the other teams. This
was done to allow teams with a greater impact on the total
distance of the schedule to be tried first. Additional symme-
try breaking was also introduced specific to the CIRC in-
stances (for when subtree forests are applied). This helped
to further reduce node expansion for those set of instances.

Results
We applied TIDA* to the TTP. Our paper also gave an
overview of the effectiveness of the various introduced ideas
(e.g., force deepening, elite paths, and subtree skipping),
showing how they help reduce the number of nodes ex-
panded. Forced deepening had the greatest impact when ap-
plied to real-distance problem instances, reducing the num-
ber of nodes needing to be expanded between 56%-99%.
Elite paths and subtree skipping helped reduce node expan-
sion for all problem instance types, though not as a great of
reduction as seen with forced deepening.

We then compared TIDA* with two recent approaches,
a branch-and-price approach (Irnich 2010) and a DFS* ap-
proach (Uthus, Riddle, and Guesgen 2009). As seen in Table
1, TIDA* was able to find optimal solutions faster for most
instances of 6 and 8 teams.

Also, as mentioned earlier, TIDA* was the first to solve
classic instances NL10 and CIRC10. This involved a signifi-
cant amount of computation, running TIDA* on 120 proces-
sors in parallel. TIDA* was also able to solve instances of
GALAXY4-10.

Conclusions
Our journal paper presents a new IDA*-based approach for
solving instances to optimality for the TTP. TIDA* incorpo-

rated new ideas of forced deepening, elite paths, and subtree
skipping along with past ideas, resulting in an approach ex-
hibiting state-of-the-art performance. Most important, it was
the first to solve all 10-team instances, including classic in-
stances of NL10 and CIRC10. Last, we also introduced a
new problem set for the TTP.
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